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Today, in 15 minutes or less, you will learn…

- what content to upload on JD Supra

- how/why to make the most of titles and document descriptions

- the importance of tagging correct subjects for your work

- how to edit, replace, delete a document

- document sharing tips … and more.

You are: an attorney, consultant, law firm marketing director, current JD
Supra member, legal professional interested in starting on JD Supra…

Welcome!



Q: What to Upload on JD Supra?

A: Whatever content showcases your particular legal expertise.

Lawyers & legal professionals are uniquely positioned to gain visibility
online via search and social media…

Why? You actually have something to say.

Post articles, newsletters, client alerts, media mentions, blog
posts, filings, favorable decisions, eBooks, other legal docs…



Post: your firm’s articles, client alerts, newsletters…



….law firm blog posts (increase your readership)



…timely information that addresses the needs of the people you
are trying to reach



…court filings and favorable decisions - redacted or not (up to you)



…slide presentations from conferences, seminars, webinars, etc.



…documents of interest to you, your clients, and colleagues



…media mentions and your own print publications



…your law journal publications



…eBooks (made by collecting on-topic blog posts, for example)



Interesting content that meets the public conversation head-on…



Show v. Tell

When you make yourself available online
(by posting/sharing meaningful content)

people will find you via Search, Distribution (incl.
Social Media), and your own promotional efforts.

Post whatever content shows what you are good at.

“The most valuable thing I have is my work. I have a whole career
worth of it to put out there. JD Supra helps people understand exactly
what kind of lawyer I'm going to be by showing them my work.”

-JD Supra Member



How to Upload?

-file formats
-titles and document descriptions
-subject tagging
-replace, edit, delete
-sharing docs



FORMAT: Upload .PDF or .DOC (.DOCX) files.
When you upload .DOC, we automatically convert to .PDF



Take a moment to create a clean, simple template for all your documents.
Include your firm logo and contact info on each page of the file you create.



Using MS Word? Install the ‘Save as PDF’ add-on to keep links clickable…



…installs as a plug-in in MS Word, for easy PDF creation.



Link as you would in any web-based document, including back to your own site.



Click ‘Upload’ from any page on www.jdsupra.com
(or within Legal Updates on LinkedIn)



1. Select document type
2. Browse your hard drive, find the file
3. Type the case name/doc title, or article title, or form name



When you write your title, consider two ‘readers’ you need to please:
1. the search engines, and 2. actual human beings… 



Write so that you are relevant in search (title should match content)



One example: consider phrasing title as a question



At the very least, make sure your title key words clearly represent the content.
(Search engines are good at relevance, not nuance.
In other words: the above wouldn’t rank on Pg. 1 if titled “Your job just got easier”)



Be readable for human beings (there’s more to online than Search…)





Clear and to the point, with content to match…



When uploading a document, select the subject(s) to match the content.



Subject selection determines which JD Supra Law Center your doc appears in…
(We monitor these channels and remove mis-categorized content.)



Subject selection also determines where your work is distributed…



…including JD Supra premium distribution (on LinkedIn and elsewhere)



When uploading on JD Supra, always include something in the Document Summary.
Again, good for search (both on Google and Google News, for example) - and also
helpful to your human readers. Be clear, compelling, and accessible.
Include at least 250 characters.







To edit, replace, or delete a document, log in to your Account page.
Select Document ‘Edit’ - look for the link(s)…



Click ‘Delete’ only when you want to completely remove document.
To replace file or edit information, click ‘Edit’



‘Edit’ allows you to edit all document fields. Click ‘Continue’ when done.
To replace the file you uploaded, click ‘replace file’ under file name
(for example, after you’ve updated or edited a particular article or alert.)



Article ideas? Follow our feeds to see what others are writing.
http://www.jdsupra.com/resources/syndication/



Install Legal Updates on LinkedIn - http://www.jdsupra.com/legalupdates



Follow @JDSupraBuzz and @JDSupra on Twitter



Upgrade to receive monthly trend reports in Bankruptcy, Business, Immigration,
Insurance, IP Law, Labor & Employment, Law Practice, Personal Injury, Personal Law, Real
Estate, and Taxation…





In Account Management

On every document page

Finally, promote yourself with a badge, blog/site widget, Facebook app,
LinkedIn app - and by sharing your work after you’ve uploaded it.



Contact us to learn about
JD Supra’s Document Upload Service.
We do it all for you.

QUESTIONS?

adrian@jdsupra.com
415.306.6486


